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Abstract

X-ray crystallography identifies the aromatic donor group D = 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylphenyl to be a suitable
redox center for the construction of organic mixed-valence crystals owing to its large structural change
attendant upon 1e oxidation to the cation−radical (D•+). The combination of cyclic voltammetry, dynamic ESR
line broadening, and electronic (NIR) spectroscopy allows the intervalence electron transfer between the redox
centers in the mixed-valence system D-br-D•+ [where br can be an aliphatic trimethylene or an aromatic
(poly)phenylene bridge] to be probed quantitatively. Independent measures of the electronic coupling matrix
element (H) for D/D•+ electron exchange via Mulliken−Hush theory accord with the X-ray crystallographic data
both sufficient to consistently identify the various D-br-D•+ according to the Robin−Day classification. Thus,
the directly coupled biaryl D−D•+ is a completely delocalized cation in class III with the charge distributed equally
over both redox centers. The trimethylene- and biphenylene-bridged cations D(CH2)3D•+ and D(ph)2D•+ with
highly localized charge distributions are prototypical class II systems involving moderately coupled redox centers
with H ≈ 400 cm-1. The borderline region between class II/III is occupied by the phenylene-bridged cation
D(ph)D•+; and the X-ray, CV, and NIR analyses yield ambivalent H values (which we believe to be) largely a result
of an unusually asymmetric (20/80) charge distribution that is polarized between the D/D•+ redox centers.

Introduction
Intramolecular electron transfer between inorganic redox centers (connected by a bridge), originally identified
and studied in mixed-valence materials,1-3 has been increasingly extended to organic redox centers owing to the
wide variety of structural possibilities that are potentially available.4-6 In the latter connection, we now identify
the 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylphenyl group hereinafter designated as D to be a particularly useful organic (redox)
donor since it undergoes the characteristic quinonoidal distortion upon its 1e oxidation,7 i.e.

As such, the use of D will allow partial electron transfer to be quantitatively evaluated at each redox center of
the mixed-valence cation D-br-D•+ (where br denotes the bridge); and a linear regression is sufficient to reliably
account for the relatively small (but reproducible) geometric changes in the conjugated (aromatic) π
chromophore, i.e.8

where qi is the partial (positive) charge over a D center, d0 and d1 are the bond lengths in the neutral D and the
one-electron oxidized D•+, respectively, and di is the pertinent bond length in a redox-center of the mixedvalence cation.
In this study, we initially exploit X-ray crystallographic analysis to determine the static charge distribution in four
prototypical mixed-valence systems (MVS)9 in Chart 1.

Chart 1

The electronic interaction between the redox centers is then revealed in the electrochemical oxidation
of the neutral precursor D-br-D, and the dynamic aspects of intramolecular electron transfer are
measured by temperature-dependent ESR line broadening in the cation radical D-br-D•+. Moreover,
the characteristic appearance of new intervalence (absorption) bands in the near-IR (spectral) region
can be used to test the applicability of the Mulliken−Hush theory for predicting the intramolecular
electron-transfer rates in these (organic) mixed-valence systems.
It is especially important to emphasize that the serial use of the experimental techniques of (1) X-ray
crystallography, (2) cyclic voltammetry, (3) dynamic ESR line broadening, and (4) electronic (UV−visible)
spectroscopy correspond to the increasing time resolution of hours, milliseconds, and
nano/picosecond, respectively, that is available for our probing the dynamics of intramolecular
electron transfer for the mixed-valence systems included in Chart 1.

Results

I. Structure Analysis of Mixed-Valence Systems by X-ray Crystallography. (A) Structures of D and D•+
Centers and the Definition of Charge q. The neutral D moiety has the usual planar (centrosymmetric)
benzenoid geometry, as evaluated from the α ε bond lengths in the structure of the neutral donor
D(CH2)3D (see Table 1 for bond identifications). Thus, the endocyclic α, β, and γ bond lengths are equal
to within the standard range of 1.397−1.400 Å.11 The exocyclic δ and ε bond lengths of 1.375(1) and
1.424(1) Å are also very close to the standard values of 1.370 and 1.376 Å, respectively.11
Table 1. Structural Analysis of the Uncharged (Redox) Center D from the X-ray Crystallography of
Various (Bridged) Donors (As Indicated)a a All bond distance in Å. Average bond lengths are in
brackets.b Centrosymmetric.c Twofold axis.

Average bond lengths (Å) in brackets.b Average experimental precision (Å).c Positive charge parameter
evaluated according to eq 2.

a

Upon one-electron oxidation, D exhibited significant geometric changes as seen from the values of the
α−ε bond lengths in the dication−diradical D•+(CH2)3D•+; (Table 2).12 This system retains its local center
of symmetry, but the α and β bonds become elongated by +4.7 and +1.0 pm, respectively; and the γ

bonds are shortened by −2.5 pm in accordance with major resonance contribution of the quinonoid
structure (see eq 1). Most remarkably, the exocyclic δ bonds exhibit the greatest change being
shortened by −4.8 pm; and the ε bonds are elongated by 3.3 pm. As such, the quinonoid distortion of
p-dimethoxy-substituted benzenes is a very sensitive geometric measure of their degree of oxidation.
In particular, the large magnitude of the geometrical changes allowed us to distinguish (within ±0.1e)
among the neutral, cationic, and intermediate (nonintegral) oxidation states of D centers.13 According
to definition (eq 2), qi = 0 in D(CH2)3D and qi = +1.0 for the two equivalent redox centers in D•+(CH2)3D•+
(as well as the cationic center in D(CH2)3D•+ 14).

(B) Charge Distributions in Mixed-Valence Cations. X-ray crystallographic analysis of the
cation−radicals of the bridged donors (Chart 1) revealed wide variations in the residual charge qi on
each redox center. For example, the biaryl donor D−D upon 1e oxidation afforded the dark red
crystalline salt D2•+SbCl6- in which both D centers are essentially identical.15 Accordingly, the structure
of each redox center in D−D•+ is precisely intermediate between the geometries of the neutral and
cationic D groups. The values of qi = +0.5 for each D moiety, as evaluated by the crystallographic data,
are listed in Table 2.
The phenylene-bridged cation D(ph)D•+ contains D groups that are structurally different from each
other the geometry of one D being closer to the neutral D, whereas the other D has a more cationic
geometry. Both Ds differed significantly from either a pure neutral or cationic D center, and
quantitative evaluation according to eq 2 yielded an asymmetric charge distribution of qi = 0.2 and qi =
0.8.
The biphenylene-bridged cation D(ph)2D•+ contained the most unsymmetrical charge distribution since
the geometry of one D center did not exhibit any geometric changes relative to that extant in the
neutral donor D(ph)2D, whereas the other reproduced the standard geometry of a cationic D group
(see Table 2). In other words, it followed from eq 2 that the completely unsymmetrical distribution of
charge was qi = 0 and qi = +1.0 at each end of the mixed-valence cation.
(C) Conformational Changes Attendant upon 1e Oxidation of D-br-D Donors to the Mixed-Valence
Cations. Substantial changes in molecular shapes, particularly those involving conformations about the
D−br bond, accompanied their 1e oxidation. Thus, the neutral D−D with essentially orthogonal redox
centers exhibits substantial planarization upon its conversion to the mixed-valence cation. In particular,
the twist of φ = 69.1° about the C−C bond in D−D was decreased to φ = 39.5° in D−D•+ (Figure 1), and
this was accompanied by a concomitant bond shortening from 1.491 to 1.458 Å.

Compared to D−D•+, the sterically less hindered phenylene-bridged cation D(ph)D•+ is (expectedly) less
twisted around the pair of symmetrically equivalent D−br bonds by φ = 44.9°. Upon oxidation, the twist
is even more reduced to φ = 32.1° and 28.6° with the simultaneous shortening of the D−br bond
from 1.493 to 1.466 and 1.474 Å. Remarkably, the shorter D−br bond is associated with that D having
the more pronounced cationic geometry.
The conformational structure of the biphenylene-bridged cation D(ph)2D•+ is similar to that of D(ph)D•+
(Figure 2), the dihedral angles being φ = 36.7° and 31.7° (the twist between the phenylene rings is
17.0°). The intercyclic (ph−ph) bond increases regularly (from 1.469 to 1.485 and to 1.488 Å) on
proceeding from the positively charged to the neutral donor.

Figure 1 ORTEP diagrams of (left) the biaryl donor (D−D) and (right) its cation radical (as the
hexachloroantimonate salt) with the arrows pointing to the relevant aryl−aryl bond (i.e., C1−C1‘ and C21−C11,
respectively). Note the cisoid conformation of D−D and the transoid conformation of D−D•+ upon one-electron
oxidation.

Figure 2 Conformations of (upper) the phenylene-bridged cation radical D(ph)D•+ and (lower) the biphenylenebridged cation radical D(ph)2D•+ showing their overall (near-planar) structures).

It is particularly noteworthy that a consistent set of geometrical parameters is applicable to D groups in
D(CH2)3D as well as those with phenylene and biphenylene bridges. Even the direct connection of the
redox centers (as in the directly coupled D−D donor) does not significantly perturb these geometric
parameters. To evaluate the electronic interaction between a pair of bridged D groups, we initially
noted that the property of D is such that it shows no significant intermolecular association upon
oxidation, i.e., D + D•+ ≠ (D2)•+, as opposed to many other aromatic electron donors (naphthalene,
anthracene, etc.).16 Consequently, intramolecular effects can be readily differentiated from those
derived from self-associations. Accordingly, we now turn to transient electrochemical methods to
evaluate the interaction between redox centers upon 1e oxidation of the D-br-D donors to the mixedvalence cations.
II. Formation Energetics of Mixed-Valence Cations by Transient Electrochemical Methods. (A) Cyclic
Voltammetric Behavior of D as an Electron Donor. The mononuclear donor D−CH3 readily underwent
a reversible 1e electrochemical oxidation in dichloromethane solution (containing 0.1 M
tetrabutylammonium hexachloroantimonate) at = 1.10 V versus SCE.17 Similarly, the binuclear donor
D(CH2)3D also showed a chemically reversible cyclic voltammetric wave at = 1.10 V (Figure 3), but
coulometric calibration established the anodic oxidation to be a 2e process to indicate that both D
groups were oxidized more or less independently. Thus, the latter supported the X-ray crystallographic
results (vide infra) that the redox centers in D(CH2)3D•+ effected no (or minimal) electronic
perturbations on each other.

Figure 3 Cyclic voltammograms (initial positive scan) of the bridged mixed-valence systems in Chart 1 measured
in dichloromethane containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate at a scan rate of 2 V s-1. The
calibration of each cyclic voltammograms is represented by the first reversible wave, which corresponds to that
of the ferrocene internal standard.

(B) Electronic Interaction of Redox Centers in Mixed-Valence Cations. The cyclic voltammetry of the
directly coupled biaryl D−D showed two distinctly resolved and chemically reversible waves at = 1.11

and 1.40 V versus SCE. Since coulometry established that both CV waves consisted of 1e oxidations, we
concluded that the production of the cation radical D−D•+ was separately followed by its oxidation to
the dication D−D2+. The potential difference of ΔEox = 0.29 V thus quantitatively indicated that the
oxidation of the second D was negatively affected by presence of the first D+ center. This observation
was again consistent with the X-ray results showing the significant electronic perturbation between the
redox centers in D−D•+. Such an effect on the energetics is inherent to the comproportionation
(equilibrium) constant Kcom of this mixed-valence cation, i.e.

and the free-energy change for the reversible equilibrium in eq 3 can be evaluated as ΔGcom = −RT ln
Kcom, where ΔGcom = −ℱ ΔEox.
The cyclic voltammetric behavior of the phenylene-bridged mixed-valence cation D(ph)D•+ was
somewhat similar, in that the first and second CV waves were resolved (see Figure 3), but the splitting
of ΔEox = 0.11 V (see Table 3) was significantly less than that of the directly coupled cation D−D•+.
However, the further extension of the bridge to biphenylene resulted in a different cyclic voltammetry
behavior, and D(ph)2D showed only a single 2e wave that was quite reminiscent of that in D(CH2)3D
(compare Figure 3c and d).
Table 3. Cyclic Voltammetry of Bridged Aromatic Donorsa

a

donor

Eox1b(1)

Eox2b(2)

ΔEox

D−D

1.11 (1e)

1.40 (1e)

0.29

D(ph)D

1.15 (1e)

1.26 (1e)

0.11

D(ph)2D

1.18 (2e)

D(CH2)3D

1.10 (2e)

DCH3

1.10 (1e)

Oxidation potentials given in V (±0.03) vs SCE.b Number of electron transferred in parentheses.

The distinctive cyclic voltammetry behavior of these mixed-valence cations suggested a profound
modulation of the electronic perturbation between the redox centers by the connecting bridge. To
examine this difference further, we turned to the magnetic resonance properties of the paramagnetic
mixed-valence cations.
III. Intramolecular Electron-Transfer Rates from Temperature-Dependent ESR Spectra of MixedValence Cations. (A) ESR Spectrum of the Prototypical Redox Center (D•+). Electrochemical or
chemical oxidation18 of the mononuclear donor DCH3 served for the prototypical generation of the
redox center (D•+) in mixed-valence cations at 0 °C in dichloromethane solution. The ESR spectrum of
DCH3•+ was characterized by three sets of proton splitting: aOMe = 3.12 G (6H), aMe = 4.37 G (6H), and
aCH = 0.48 G (2H).19 Similar hyperfine splittings pertained to the cation radical D(ph)H•+ (See Figure 1S
in Supporting Information), which is the closest mononuclear analogue of the phenylene-bridged

mixed-valence cations. The ESR spectra of DCH3•+ and D(ph)H•+ were singularly invariant (within the
experimental observation) when the solutions were gradually cooled to −100 °C.
(B) Temperature-Dependent (ESR) Line Broadening in Mixed-Valence Cations. The ESR spectrum of
the biphenylene-bridged mixed-valence cation D(ph)2D•+ at −120 °C was essentially identical with that
of the mononuclear analogue D(ph)H•+ (vide supra). However, as the temperature was gradually raised
to 18 °C, Figure 4 (left) shows the progressive line broadening of the ESR spectrum, which we
attributed to the dynamic electron exchange between the pair of redox centers in D(Ph)2D•+. Computer
simulation of this intramolecular process was carried out with the aid of the ESR-EXN program;20 and
Figure 4 (right) shows the fit to the experimental ESR spectrum with typical first-order rate constants of
kexc = 1 × 107 s-1 at −105 °C and kexc = 3 × 109 s-1 at 18 °C.

Figure 4 Temperature-dependent ESR (X-band) line broadening of the biphenylene-bridged cation radical
D(ph)2D•+ (left side) in comparison with computer-simulated spectra (right side) for first-order (electron)
exchange.

The ESR spectrum of the trimethylene-bridged cation D(CH2)3D•+ was difficult to measure at low
temperature owing to experimental difficulties.21 Nevertheless, the partially resolved ESR spectrum

obtained at −80 °C could be simulated with the aid of the hyperfine splittings obtained for the model
(mononuclear) cation radical D(Ph)H•+ if additional hyperfine splittings for the trimethylene bridge
were included (see Figure 2S in Supporting Information). On raising the temperature to 20 °C, the
spectrum broadened to a single (unresolved) absorption (Figure 2S, left) reminiscent of that for
D(ph)2D•+. Our inability to precisely simulate the partially resolved ESR spectrum (merely) allowed us to
estimate the first-order rate processes as kexc > 108 s-1 at 20 °C and kexc ≤ 107 s-1 at −90 °C.
(C) Temperature-Independent (ESR) Line Broadening in Mixed-Valence Cations. The ESR spectrum of
the directly coupled biaryl cation radical D−D•+ showed no temperature-dependent change between 22
and −90 °C. The experimental ESR spectrum illustrated in Figure 5A (left) was satisfactorily simulated in
Figure 5A (right) using proton hyperfine coupling constants with (a) half the magnitude and including
(b) twice the number of nuclei as those in the reference cation DCH3•+. Such a behavior indicated a
delocalized (electronic) system with the charge distributed equally on each redox center.8

Figure 5 Comparison of the ESR spectra of (A) the coupled biaryl cation radical D−D•+ and (B) the phenylenebridged cation radical D(ph)D•+ with the computer-simulated spectra on the right.

The temperature-dependent behavior of the phenylene-bridged cation D(ph)D•+was intermediate
between the static D−D•+ and the dynamic D(ph)2D•+ and tending more toward the former. Thus, the
more-or-less same (well-resolved) ESR spectrum in Figure 5B (left) was observed in the temperature
range between 20 and −100 °C, and the computer-simulated spectrum in Figure 5B (right) was
obtained with hyperfine splitting constants similar to those for D−D•+. However, a careful scrutiny of
the ESR line widths showed slightly larger line widths for D(ph)D•+ relative to D−D•+. As such, this study
indicated that the charge distributions in both cations are essentially indistinguishable on the ESR time
scale.
IV. Intervalence (Absorption) Bands in the Electronic Spectra of Mixed-Valence Cations. (A)
UV−Visible Absorption Spectrum of D and D•+ Chromophores. The electronic spectrum of the
mononuclear prototype DCH3 was characterized by a pair of intense UV absorptions [λmax = 201 nm
(ε201 = 3 × 104 M-1 cm-1) and λmax = 290 nm (ε290 = 4 × 103 M-1 cm-1)] and by the absence of further lowenergy bands in the visible−NIR spectral region. Oxidation to DCH3•+ resulted in the appearance of a
rather intense band at λmax = 462 nm (ε462 = 1 × 104 M-1 cm-1) with a shoulder at 448 nm and an
additional weak band at λmax = 650 nm.
(B) Electronic Spectrum of the Trimethylene-Bridged Cation D(CH2)3D•+. The electronic spectrum of
D(CH2)3D•+ in the UV−visible region was similar to that of DCH3•+, but it differed significantly in the NIR
region by the appearance of an intense absorption λmax = 1500 nm (ε1500 = 1.2 × 104 M-1 cm-1) shown in
Figure 6. This NIR band disappeared upon the oxidation of D(CH2)3D•+ to its dication (vide supra). Since
the relative intensities of the 460- and 1500-nm bands were independent of the concentration of
D(CH2)3D•+, the NIR band was clearly connected with an intramolecular (electronic) transition of the
intervalence type described in Table 4.

Figure 6 Electronic spectrum of the trimethylene-bridged cation radical D(CH2)3D•+ in the low-energy region
showing the prominent intervalence (absorption) band at νmax = 6.70 × 103 cm-1.

Table 4. Comparative Electronic Spectra of Bridged Cation Radicals (CR = D-br-D•+), Their Dications (DC
= D-br-D2+), and the Mononuclear (Model) Cation−Radical (MC = D-br-H•+)a
CR(•+)

DC(2+)

MC(•+)

system
D−D

2150 (4.8)

D(CH2)3D

1500 (1.2)

D(ph)D

620 (2.2)

1570 (3.9)

550 (2.6)

910 (1.6)

540 (7.4)

910 (2.0)

D(ph)2D

660 (2.3)

1330 (4.5)

640 (6.1)

1130 (5.5)

640 (2.7)

1140 (3.0)

In dichloromethane solution at 20 °C. Absorption in nm and extinction coefficient. (parentheses) in 103 M-1 cm.

a
1

(C) Intervalence Bands in the Phenylene-Bridged Cations D(ph)D•+ and D(ph)2D•+. The electronic
spectrum of D(ph)D•+ showed a strong NIR absorption at 6400 cm-1 (Figure 7), which disappeared upon
its further oxidation to the dication. Moreover, this intervalence (NIR) band was absent in the
mononuclear prototype D(ph)H•+. The digital deconvolution of the low-energy band revealed its (pure)
Gaussian band shape (see Figure 7, right). Figure 7 also shows the presence of new UV−visible band
that was also present in the dication D(ph)D2+ as well as in the mononuclear prototype D(ph)H•+ but
singularly absent in either alkyl analogue DCH3•+ or D(CH2)3D•+. Thus, these UV−visible bands were

readily identified with the intramolecular interaction of D•+ with the aromatic (ph) bridge (otherwise
denoted as metal/ligand or ligand/metal transition in metal-centered redox systems22).

Figure 7 (Left) Spectral comparison of the phenylene-bridged cation radical D(ph)D•+ with its dication8 D•+(ph)D•+
and the mononuclear model cation radical D(ph)H•+. (Right) Digital subtraction of the lowest-energy band of
D•+(ph)D•+ from that of D(ph)D•+ to reveal the spectral difference as the (Gaussian) intervalence band with νmax =
6.37 × 103 cm-1.

Figure 8 (Left) Electronic spectrum of the mixed-valence system D(ph)2D•+ showing the prominent (composite)
NIR band relative to the bridge-to-redox center (b → D•+) absorptions in D•+(ph)2D•+ and D(ph)2H•+. (Right)
Gaussian deconvolution to reveal the intervalence (NIR) band of the biphenylene-bridged cation−radical
D(ph)2D•+ as in Figure 5.

The electronic spectrum of the biphenylene-bridged cation D(ph)2D•+ (Figure 8) was quite similar to
that of the lower homologue D(ph)D•+ with the exception that only the NIR band was shifted from
6400 to 7500 cm-1. Oxidation to the dication D(ph)2D2+ resulted in the further blue shift to 8800 cm-1. It
is noteworthy that the electronic spectrum of the dication D(ph)2D2+ and the mononuclear prototype
D(ph)2H•+ were virtually superimposable.
(D) Electronic Spectrum of the Static Biaryl Cation−Radical D−D•+. The low-energy (NIR) absorption
band of D−D•+ was strongly red-shifted to λmax = 2150 nm, but otherwise, the UV−visible band at λmax =
580 nm was only slightly blue-shifted from that of the phenylene- and the biphenylene-bridged

analogues. The digital deconvolution of the NIR spectral envelope in Figure 9 revealed three Gaussian
components (Figure 9, right), with the lowest energy band being the most intense.

Discussion

The organic donor D (identified in eq 1) serves as an excellent redox center for the construction of new
mixed-valence systems that are cast in the classical (inorganic) mold. 1-3 As such, we believe that the
Robin−Day classification23 can be used to identify three basic structural types of these mixed-valence
cations.

Figure 9 Electronic spectrum of the coupled biaryl cation radical D−D•+ in the low-energy region showing the
clearly separated NIR (absorption) band. (Inset) Gaussian deconvolution of the NIR envelope to reveal the
intervalence band with νmax = 4.66 × 103 cm-1.

I. X-ray Crystallographic Identification of the Class III/Class II Interface. The basic distinction between
class III and class II systems according to Robin and Day is the ground-state structure of mixed-valence
systems class III relating to the single potential well as opposed to the two-state model often invoked
with class II systems. In our organic systems, the precise X-ray crystallography achieved at low
temperature can alone offer an unambiguous method for the definitive investigation of ground-state
structures as follows.

(A) The Biaryl Cation−Radical D−D•+ as a Robin−Day Class III System. We have shown in Tables 1 and 2
that the biaryl cation radical D−D•+, with 50% charge on each redox center, is a static system residing in
a single potential energy well. However, the observed changes in molecular geometry and derived
values of qi can be questioned in several ways. For example, such a result can arise from a fast
oscillation between chemically equivalent charge-localized forms within the crystal, i.e.

Alternatively, this might obtain from static crystalline disorder resulting in a statistical distribution of
randomly polarized (right- and left-handed) localized forms that are “frozen” over the entire crystal. If
either of these scenarios were to pertain,24 the observed geometry of D moieties must perforce be an
exact linear combination of the neutral and cationic D forms in other words, the value of qi in eq 2
must be the same for all (bond-length) parameters (α−ε; see Tables 1 and 2) in any given structure.16
This is clearly not so the most significant deviation of the observed geometry of D moieties in D−D•+
from a simple linear combination of pure D and pure D•+ being the loss of a local symmetry center.15 In
other words, the geometric parameters α and α‘, β and β‘ are no longer equivalent in these moieties,
and in particular, the values of δ are always shorter than δ‘.25 The latter is especially indicative that the
(distonic) charge redistribution between the redox centers in D−D•+ involves the central (inter-ring)
bond which suffers significant shortening (vide supra). The latter in valence bond terminology can be
the result of π conjugation arising from the resonance contribution of the acentric o-quinonoid
structure Q‘ to the charge delocalization, in addition to the usual centrosymmetric p-quinonoid
contribution Q (see eq 1 and Scheme 1), where the generic br represents the redox center D in the
biaryl mixed-valence system. On the basis of Paulings' bond-length/bond-order relationship,26 we
estimate that there is as much as 30% π conjugation between the redox centers in D−D•+.8

Scheme 1

(B) The Biphenylene-Bridged Cation D(ph)2D•+ as a Robin−Day Class II System. X-ray structural
analysis points to D(ph)2D•+ as a classical Robin−Day class II system since each redox center retains the
primary structure of D and D•+ intact within an estimated precision of ∼5%. The same conclusion
applies to the trimethylene-bridged cation D(CH2)3D•+. In both cases, the cyclic voltammetric analysis of
the donor oxidation in Table 3, as well as the low-temperature ESR spectra of the mixed-valence
cations, supports the same conclusion.

(C) The Phenylene-Bridge Cation D(ph)D•+ as a Borderline Class II/III System. Structurally, the
phenylene-bridged D(ph)D•+ is the most distinctive mixed-valence cation, due to the presence of D
moieties which reflect neither the neutral nor the monocationic redox centers. The asymmetric charge
distribution of 20/80 established by X-ray analysis (vide supra) represents the static electron
population of the ground-state cation for the same crystallographic reasons presented above for the
50/50 charge distribution in D−D•+. In other words, the biphenylene-bridged cation represents a
polarized structure with the “center” of the π electron density shifted closer to one end than to the
other. Again, such a polarization can be attributed to π conjugation between the redox center D•+ and
the phenylene bridge, and from the bond contraction described above, we estimate the degree of π
conjugation between the central phenylene bridge (br) to each of the terminal redox centers to be
∼20% and 10%.27 As such, we prefer to describe the electronic structure of D(ph)D•+ as “polarized”
since it is intermediate between the completely delocalized D−D•+ and the undelocalized (static)
D(ph)2D•+ and D(CH2)3D•+ structures.
For intramolecular electron transfer, the ground-state wave function for the two-state model contains
contributions from the initial and final states.28 We summarize in Chart 2 the positions of the reactant
minimum (Xmin) along the reaction coordinate for the various mixed-valence systems based on the Xray results.

Chart 2

Thus, D(CH2)3D•+ and D(ph)2D•+ both with Xmin = 0 represent Robin−Day class II systems that are
characterized by a pair of weakly interacting states. The biaryl cation D−D•+ with Xmin = 0.5 (and
confirmed by its ESR spectrum in Figure 5A), belongs in class III. The phenylene-bridged cation D(ph)D•+
with a similar ESR behavior (Figure 5B) also seems to fall in class III. However, the CV coupling of ΔEox =
0.11 V, which is only somewhat greater than those in D(CH2)3D•+ and D(ph)2D•+, as well as the slight
shift of the reactant minimum to Xmin = 0, provides some ambivalence toward class II. Taken all
together, the X-ray, CV, and ESR probes point to the phenylene-bridged cation D(ph)D•+ as a class II
system in which the sizable electronic coupling between the redox centers D/D•+ leads to (strongly)
adiabatic electron transfer.

To provide a more quantitative description of the intramolecular electron transfer, we now turn to the
intervalence absorption bands observed in the NIR spectral region (Figures 6−9) of all the mixedvalence cations in Chart 1.
II. Electronic Coupling of D/D•+ Centers in Mixed-Valence Cations. In the framework of the
semiclassical model for electron transfer,29 the electronic coupling matrix element H is basic to the
evaluation of the electronic factors governing the pairwise interaction of redox centers in the mixedvalence cation.30 Using the Mulliken formalism,31 Hush showed that the electronic coupling matrix
element in class II systems is32

where νmax and Δν1/2 are the maximum and full width at half-heights, respectively (in cm-1), of the
intervalence absorption band, ε is the molar extinction coefficient at the absorption maximum (in M-1
cm-1), and r is the distance between redox centers (in Å). Moreover, in class II systems, the energy of
the intervalence band is directly related to the Marcus reorganization energy λ of the D/D•+ redox
centers, i.e., νmax = λ.29,30
(A) The Trimethylene and Biphenylene-Bridged Mixed-Valence Cations as Prototypical Class II
Systems. In D(CH2)3D•+, the intervalence band is clearly resolved as a single Gaussian band at λmax =
1500 nm shown in Figure 8. As a class II system, the electronic coupling element is H = 400 cm-1 based
on eq 5 with νmax = 6.7 × 103 cm-1 (Table 4), Δν1/2 = 2.4 ×103 cm-1, ε = 1.2 × 103 M-1 cm-1, and r = 7.2 Å
(Chart 1). By comparison, the resonance stabilization of the mixed-valence cation, i.e. 30

is only ΔGr = 48 cm-1, which is indeed too small to be resolved (in accord with our CV experiments in
Table 3).33
Application of the same theoretical (spectral) treatment to the biphenylene-bridged cation D(ph)2D•+ is
predicated upon the deconvolution of the NIR spectral envelope to afford the (resolved) intervalence
band with νmax= 6.8 × 103 cm-1 shown in Figure 8B.34 The electron coupling element of H = 430 cm-1 is
strikingly similar to that of the trimethylene analogue when νmax = 6.8 × 103 cm-1 (Table 4), Δν1/2 = 2.5
×103 cm-1, ε = 4.2 × 103 M-1 cm-1m and r = 12.9 Å (Chart 1) calculated according to eq 5. The resonance
stabilization calculated on the basis of eq 6 is 54 cm-1, which again is too small to be resolved in the CV
experiments.33 Moreover, the calculated shift of the reactant minimum based on eq 7,30

is too small (0.002) to be resolved in our X-ray measurements (where no shifts of the charge from the
neutral to the cationic redox center are observed).
(B) The Biaryl Cation D−D•+ as a Class III System. The electronic spectrum of the biaryl cation D−D•+
consists of two primary bands a Gaussian VIS band at λmax = 580 nm and a complex NIR envelope,
which could be deconvoluted into three Gaussian components (Figure 9B). We attribute the lowenergy (NIR) absorption to strong mutual D/D•+ interaction, as also revealed by the X-ray, CV, and ESR

results (vide supra). On the basis of the PMO theory,35 we assign the most intense low-energy band
with λmax = 2150 nm to the electronic transition from the bonding to antibonding orbital of the strongly
interacting pair of redox (HOMO/SOMO) centers, i.e. Chart 3.

Chart 3

The presence of the pair of additional (higher energy) Gaussian components in the composite NIR
absorption of D−D•+ in Figure 9 is assigned to the resolved vibrational structure of the bonding-toantibonding electronic transition. [In other words, the most intense (lowest energy) component
corresponds to the 0,0 band, and the other two bands, with energy about 6100 and 7500 cm-1 are
assigned to the 0,1 and 0,2 transitions.36] In either case, the electronic coupling matrix element for
D−D•+ can be evaluated directly from λmax = 2150 nm, since H = νmax/2 for class III systems.30 The value
of H = 2330 cm-1 (0.29 eV), which is substantially larger than those for either D(CH2)3D•+ or D(ph)2D•+,
reflects the strong electronic interaction extant in the biaryl cation.36b The latter can also be viewed
from the perspective of the comproportionation equilibrium (in eq 3) based on the CV data. Since the
free-energy change ΔGcom is a strong reflection of the resonance stabilization ΔGr for large values of
ΔEox (Table 3),33 it follows from the class III relationship30

that the reorganization energy for the closely coupled D−D•+ is λ = 0.58 eV. Such a value of the
reorganization energy supports the classification of D−D•+ as a Robin−Day class III system.23
(C) The Phenylene-Bridged Cation at the Class II/III Border. In the phenylene-bridged cation D(ph)D•+,
the NIR band in Figure 7B is red-shifted (relative to the biphenylene analogue in Figure 8B) and
approaches that of the directly coupled biaryl cation D−D•+ in Figure 9B. If D(ph)D•+ is taken as a class II
system, then the value of the reorganization energy λ is 0.79 eV since λ = νmax.29,30 The calculated value
of electronic coupling element is H = 770 cm-1 (0.095 eV) based on eq 5 and νmax= 6.4 × 103 cm-1, Δν1/2 =
4.1 × 103 cm-1, ε = 3900 M-1 cm-1, and r = 8.6 Å. However, the electronic coupling element can also be
evaluated from the difference of the redox potentials ΔEox = ΔGr/F (when contributions from
nonresonance stabilizations are neglected).33 With the aid of eq 5 and λ = 0.79 eV, H is alternatively
calculated to be 0.21 eV, which is more than twice that obtained for a class II system according to eq 5.
Furthermore, the value of the electronic coupling element estimated from the X-ray result (which
yields Xmin= 0.2 in Chart 2) and eq 7 is H = 0.31 eV. Accordingly, let us next examine the
correspondence of H with the electron-transfer dynamics in the hope of resolving such discrepancies.
III. Intramolecular Electron Transfer in the Mixed-Valence Cation. The dynamics of intramolecular
electron transfer in the biaryl cation D−D•+ as a class III system relate to the completely delocalized
cation radical with the activation free energy ΔG⧧ = 0. Indeed, we confirm such a delocalization in the
invariant ESR spectra at all (accessible) temperatures. The intramolecular electron transfer in class II
mixed-valence cations (of interest here) is theoretically evaluated from the electronic spectra which
provide direct access to the activation free energy, i.e.30

where λ is the Marcus reorganization energy of the redox centers and H is the resonance integral to
represent the D/D•+ electronic interaction energy in the class II mixed-valence cation.30 Thus, the
evaluation of λ and H from the NIR spectra provides the kinetics basis for intramolecular electron
transfer.
The activation free energies for intramolecular electron transfer in the trimethylene- and biphenylenebridged cations (calculated from eq 9, together with H and λ values listed in Table 5), are both ΔG⧧ =
3.7 kcal M-1. A comparable value of the activation free energy ΔG⧧ = 4.2 kcal M-1 is obtained (see Figure
3S in Supporting Information) from the temperature-dependent rate constants obtained from the ESR
line-broadening experiments for D(ph)2D•+ in Figure 4. Thus, the similar line-broadening behavior of
D(CH2)3D•+ in Figure 2S is consistent with the theoretical values of ΔG⧧ in Table 5. As such, the
intramolecular dynamics of the electron-transfer processes evaluated experimentally by dynamic ESR
studies are in reasonable agreement with the theoretical evaluations based on moderate values of the
electronic coupling element and the reorganization energies associated with D/D•+ interchange in
these class II cations.

Table 5. Mulliken−Hush Calculation of the Electronic Coupling Elements from the Intervalence
(Absorption) Band
MVS

r, Å

νIV, 103 cm-1

ΔνIV,a 103 cm-1

H, cm-1

D−D•+

4.3

4.66

b

2330c

ΔG⧧, kcal/mol
2.6

0

D(ph)D•+

8.6

6.37

4.1

760d

D(ph)2D•+

12.9

6.79

2.5

430d

3.7

D(CH2)3D•+

7.2

6.70

2.4

400d

3.7

Band full width at half-height. Low-energy absorption consists of three Gaussian bands.c Taken as
νmax/2.d From Mulliken−Hush eq 5.

a

b

In the phenylene-bridged cation, the ESR line-broadening behavior (Figure 5B) suggests a low barrier
for intramolecular electron transfer, as characterized for a delocalized cation radical. However, the
electron-transfer rates calculated from the optical, X-ray, and CV data, as summarized in Table 6, are
highly variable. Although the absence of a reliable value of preexponential factor37 does not allow us to
come to a definitive conclusion, the value of the exp(−ΔG⧧/RT) term obtained from the optical data
appears to be too small (see columns 5 and 6), especially at low temperature.38 Such ET rates would
have resulted in a substantially greater temperature dependence as well as significantly greater line
broadening of the ESR spectrum shown in Figure 5. Indeed, the values of H based on the CV and X-ray
results appear to be more in line with the experimental ESR data. A number of reasons are possible for
the discordant kinetics results for D(ph)D•+. First, the Mulliken−Hush eq 9 may require an adjustment
for mixed-valence systems on (or close to) the class III/II border. Second, the simple distance term (r) in
eq 9 may also lose significance in the borderline region.39 Third, rather minor errors in the
experimental parameters (such as in the charge qi from the X-ray results) can have a large effect on H
according to eq 3. Fourth, the relationship of the equilibrium free-energy change with the CV
difference in the redox change ΔEox may require a more rigorous consideration. Such an ambiguity in
the treatment of D(ph)D•+ is reminiscent of the long-standing difficulty in the class II/III assignment of
the Creutz−Taube (ruthenium-based) mixed-valence system that afforded similar contradictory results
from different experimental techniques.16 Nonetheless, the general trend in the D/D•+-based system is
clear with the electronic interaction term decreasing in the following order: D−D•+ > D(ph)D•+ >
D(ph)2D•+ ≈ D(CH2)3D•+, which is more dependent on the nature of the bridge than the distances that
separate the D/D•+ centers (compare Chart 1). As such, we will address this point in the following part
of this study.40

Table 6. Intramolecular Electron Exchange Parameters for the Phenylene-Bridged Cation−Radical
D(ph)D•+. Comparison with the Mulliken−Hush Theory

a

exp(−ΔG⧧/RT)c

kETc

20 °C

100 °C

20 °C

100 °C

method

H,a cm-1

Mulliken−Hush

770

ΔG⧧,b kcal/mol
2.6

0.012

3 × 10-4

1010

3 × 108

cyclic voltammetry

1600

1.0

0.17

0.04

2 × 1011

4 × 1010

X-ray crystallography

2400

0.2

0.7

0.5

7 × 1011

5 × 1011

See Discussion, section IIC.b From eq 9.c For kET = 1012 exp(−ΔG⧧/RT).

Summary and Conclusions

X-ray crystallography is employed for the first time to successfully delineate the (electronic) charge
distribution between a pair of aromatic (redox) centers in mixed-valence systems, in an unbridled
effort to extend the classic (inorganic) prototypesl by including their (versatile) organic counterparts.
Thus, the static (positive) charge qi on each aromatic center (D) in the mixed-valence cation D-br-D•+ is
found to be the following: (a) qi = 0 and 1.0 in D(ph)2D•+ (where br = p-biphenylene), (b) qi = 0.5 and
0.5 in the directly coupled biaryl cation D-D•+, and (c) qi = 0.2 and 0.8 in the phenylene-bridged cation
radical D-(ph)-D•+ as Robin−Day examples of class II, class III, and borderline class II/III systems,
respectively. Cyclic voltammetric behavior of the donors D-br-D as well as dynamic ESR line broadening
of the cation radicals D-br-D•+ provides ample support for the X-ray-based classification. Most
importantly, the theoretical analysis of the diagnostic NIR (absorption) bands extant in the electronic
spectra of all the mixed-valence cations (Chart 1) lead to the quantitative evaluation of the electronic
coupling matrix element H between the D/D•+ centers by the application of Mulliken−Hush theory of
intervalence electron exchange.32 Calculations of the activation free energy (ΔG⧧ET) lead to first-order
rate constants (kET) that are in agreement with the experimental electron-transfer rates (based on ESR
line broadening) and verify the Robin−Day classification that stems from the X-ray structural analysis
(and CV and ESR measurements).

Experimental Section

Materials. Dichloromethane and toluene were purified according to published procedures.41 2,5Dimethoxytoluene,7 2,5-dimethyl-1,4-dimethoxybenzene,7 4,4‘-dimethyl-2,5,2‘,5‘-tetramethoxy-1,1‘biphenyl (D−D),8 bis(2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylphenyl)propane8 (D(CH2)3D), 4,4‘ ‘-dimethyl-2,5,2‘ ‘,5‘ ‘tetramethoxy-1,1‘:4‘,1‘ ‘-terphenyl (D(ph)D),8 and 4,4‘ ‘‘-dimethyl-2,5,2‘ ‘‘,5‘ ‘‘-tetramethoxy1,1‘:4‘,1‘ ‘:4‘ ‘,1‘ ‘‘-quaterphenyl (D(ph)2D)8 were prepared according to the literature procedure, as
well as the precursor of 2,3,8,9-tetrahydro-1,1,4,4,7,7,10,10-octamethyltetracene radical−cation
(OMN•+).7 All of the compounds were characterized by melting points, IR, 1H NMR, 13C NMR, MS, and
elemental analysis.
Instrumentation. The 1H NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 on a General Electric QE-300 NMR
spectrometer. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 10 DX FT spectrometer. Gas

chromatography was performed on a Hewlett-Packard 5890A gas chromatograph equipped with a HP
3392 integrator. GC−MS analyses were carried out on a Hewlett-Packard 5890 gas chromatograph
interfaced to a HP 5970 mass spectrometer.
X-ray crystallographic analysis was carried out with aid of a Siemens SMART diffractometer equipped
with a CCD detector using Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.710 73 Å) typically at −150 °C. The structures were
solved by direct methods42 and refined by a full matrix least-squares procedure with IBM Pentium and
SGI O2 computers.43 The X-ray crystallographic parameters and the details of the refinements for the
neutral donors and their cation radicals salts are presented in Table 7 (See also Supporting
Information).
Table 7. Crystallographic Data for Aromatic Donors and Their Cation Radicals

aR
1

= ∑∥Fo| − |Fc∥/∑ |Fo|.b wR2 = {∑[w(Fo2 − Fc2)2]/∑[w(Fo2)2]}1/2.

Cyclic Voltammetry. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed on a BAS 100A electrochemical analyzer
with a cell of airtight design with high-vacuum Teflon valves and Viton O-ring seals to allow an inert
atmosphere to be maintained without contamination by grease. The working electrode consisted of an
adjustable platinum disk embedded in a glass seal to allow periodic polishing (with a fine emery cloth)
without significant changing the surface area (∼1 mm2). The saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and its
salt bridge were separated from the cathode by a sintered glass frit. The counter electrode consisted of
a platinum gauze that was separated from the working electrode by ∼3 mm. The measurements were
carried out in a solution of 0.1 M supporting electrolyte (tetra-n-butylammonium
hexafluorophosphate) and 5 × 10-4 M compound in dry dichloromethane under an argon atmosphere.

All cyclic voltammograms were measured at a uniform sweep rate of 2 V s-1 (with iR compensation).
The potentials were referenced to SCE, which was calibrated with added ferrocene (5 × 10-4 M).
Controlled-potential coulometry was conducted with an EG&G Princeton Applied Research (PAR) 173
potentiostat and digital coulometer. The number of electrons transferred was calculated from the
relation n = Q/Fm, where F is the Faraday constant, m is the moles of the material, and Q is the number
of coulombs passed at the time the current dropped to <3−9% of its original value.
General Procedure for the UV−Visible−NIR Spectroscopic Characterization of Cation Radicals.
Cation−radicals and the dication of D-br-D were prepared by chemical oxidation of neutral donors via
electron exchange with the aromatic cation radical OMN•+SbCl6- ( = 1.34 V vs SCE) generated in situ
by the addition of nitrosonium salt NOSbCl6 in anhydrous dichloromethane. All spectra were recorded
with a Cary 500 UV−visible−NIR spectrometer. Spectra of the cation radicals of D−D•+ and D(ph)nH•+ (n
= 1, 2) were obtained by adding 1 equiv of the 1e oxidant OMN•+SbCl6- to the solution of neutral donor
D−D, and D(ph)nH, respectively. Spectra of the cation−radical D-br-D•+ and the dication D-br-D2+ were
obtained by spectral titration as follows. A 1-cm quartz cuvette equipped with a Schlenk adaptor was
charged under an argon atmosphere with 3 mL of a freshly prepared solution of OMN•+ SbCl6(generated in situ from NOSbCl6 in anhydrous dichloromethane) and the spectrum recorded. Strong
absorption centered at λmax = 673 nm was observed (see Figure 10, the upper spectrum at 673 nm),
and the concentration of the oxidant was based on the absorbance at 673 nm44 ([OMN•+] = 0.12 mM).
A solution of 10 mM donor (D(ph)2D) in dichloromethane was added to the oxidant solution in 3-μL
increments. At the beginning of the titration, the intensity of the 673-nm band decreased and a
Gaussian band centered at λmax = 1130 nm was formed with increasing intensity. The absorption
decrease at 673 nm and the absorption increase at 1130 nm were proportional to the amount of the
added donor until 15 μL of donor (D(Ph)2D) solution was added (Figure 10). An isosbestic point was
observed at 715 nm. At this juncture, the added donor corresponds to 1/2 equiv of the oxidant (OMN•+)
indicating the 1 equiv of OMN•+ reacted with 1/2 equiv of neutral donor (D(ph)2D) to form the
dication D(ph)2D2+

This spectrum was taken as the spectrum of the dication, D(ph)2D2+. As the titration was continued, the
intensity of the band centered at 673 nm remained relatively invariant, and the intensity increase of
the band centered at 1130 nm diminished. The absorption maximum was red-shifted; the band shape
became less Gaussian. Another isosbestic point was observed at 1130 nm, and the absorption in the
low-energy region (1700−2200 nm) increased (Figure 10), indicating the comproportionation reaction
between the dication (D(Ph)2D2+) and the neutral donor to reversibly generate the cation radical
(D(ph)2D•+).

After 4 equiv of the donor was added, the spectrum was invariant and taken to be that of the cation
radical D(ph)2D•+. At this point, the comproportionation equilibrium was greatly shifted to the right,

and the amount of the dication was spectroscopically negligible. The spectral titration of other donors
in Chart 1 was carried out by the same procedure.

Figure 10 Spectral changes attendant upon the addition of the biphenylene-bridged donor to the paramagnetic
(1e) oxidant OMN•+ showing the initial appearance of the dication D(ph)2D2+ with λmax = 1150 nm followed by the
cation−radical D(ph)2D•+ as the result of the comproportionation equilibrium. The inset shows the resolved
(Gaussian) intervalence band of D(ph)2D•+obtained by digital subtraction of D(ph)2D2+ (measured initially) from
the final spectrum.

ESR Spectra of the Mixed-Valence Cation Radicals. The cation radicals for the ESR study were
generated from freshly prepared solution of OMN•+SbCl6- in anhydrous dichloromethane as described
above. The spectra were obtained from a Varian E-line Century Series ESR spectrometer from +20 to
−100 °C. Static ESR spectra simulations were carried out with PEST WinSim program, version 0.96
(Public EPR Software Tools, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences), by variation of the
splitting parameters and line widths to obtain the best correspondence of simulated and calculated
spectra. As the starting set of parameters, those of the parent DCH3•+ were used.19 The parameters
obtained (hyperfine splitting constants and line widths in G, the number of nuclei in parentheses):
D(ph)H•+, aOMe = 3.35 (6), aCH3 = 4.20 (3), aH = 0.4 (1), aH = 0.6 (1), line width 1.2. D−D•+, aOMe = 1.56

(12), aCH3 = 2.75 (6), aH = 0.25 (4), line width 0.4, D(ph)D•+, aOMe = 1.45 (12), aCH3 = 2.60 (6), aH = 0.4 (2),
aH = 0.30 (2), line width 0.60. D(ph)2D•+, aOMe = 3.10 (6), aCH3 = 4.40 (3), aH = 0.5 (2), line width 1.2.
D(CH2)3D•+, aOMe = 3.0 (3), aCH3 = 4.1 (3), aH = 0.4 (2), aCH2= 3.8 (2), aCH2 = 1.5 (2), aCH2 = 0.3 (2) (three
latter splittings corresponds to bridge hydrogens), line width 0.8.
Dynamic ESR spectra simulations were carried out for D(ph)2D•+ and D(CH2)3D•+ with the aid of the ESREXN program.20 In these cases, the parameters obtained in the static ESR simulation for the
mononuclear model cation radical were used as the starting point, and the rate constants were varied
to obtain the best correspondence between the calculated and experimental spectra. The electrontransfer rate constants obtained from the line-broadening experiments were most reliable in a rather
narrow (temporal) range: 3 × 106 < kET < 108 s-1. At slower rates, the line broadening was insufficient to
be observed, and at faster rates, the line broadening was too severe. When the ET rate constant
became very high on the ESR time scale (>109 s-1), line narrowing was observed with increasing rate
constants, the values of the hyperfine splittings became nearly half, and the number of nuclei doubled
as compared with those at the slow-rate limits. Moreover, we were not able to carry out precise
dynamic ESR spectra simulations in the limit of fast-exchange rate. We concluded that the charge
distribution in D(ph)D•+ is probably delocalized on the ESR time scale. Furthermore, because the
requisite line width [necessary for the appropriate (static) simulation of the ESR spectra of D(ph)D•+] is
larger than those in D−D•+, the rate constant for electron exchange between the redox centers in the
cation radical D(ph)D•+ is slower (presumably of the order of 1010−1011 s-1 ).
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